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Executive Summary
Big brand name companies have fundamentally restructured blue-collar jobs in the United States using temp work. Companies like Amazon, Walmart and Home Depot, and even companies like Johnson & Johnson that project an image of corporate responsibility, have, en masse, outsourced management of their supply chains, including the production, procurement and movement of their goods. By contracting with temp agencies that promise more for less at the expense of workers, this outsourcing model is driving the replacement of well-paid and often unionized direct hire jobs with permanently unstable temp work in factories and warehouses across the country. As companies contain their costs and squeeze profit out of workers’ wages, benefits and working conditions, they make these blue-collar workers disposable, easily replaced without cost to the contracting company.

The cost to workers living on the margins, however, is tremendous. Caught in a permanent cycle of temporary work and forced to always be on the search for enough work to make ends meet, workers are in a poor position to negotiate fair terms around work. The message of expendability directed at temps poses a constant threat to workers who try to improve their jobs through organizing or to defend their rights against abuse. In fact, retaliation for claiming basic rights is deployed as a standard business practice, forcing workers who live paycheck to paycheck to remain silent about abuse. Employers reinforce this repressive culture through discriminatory hiring that targets workers perceived to be most fearful and least likely to claim rights.

Temped out work has turned good workplaces into sweatshops. It has forced warehouse and factory workers to accept on-demand hours and unnecessarily dangerous conditions for low wages and no benefits or suffer having no work at all. Under these conditions, temp workers experience significantly higher rates of injury than their direct hire counterparts. They are also pushed to work while sick and injured, leading to greater complications. Adding further injury, temp agencies must compete to win low-bid contracts, which creates a market imperative for them to make up profit margins by stealing from workers’ already low wages. Even some temp agencies concede that it is impossible to stay competitive in this unbridled market while complying with labor laws. Out of necessity, temp workers bear the abuse, while big corporations profit.

Enforcement of every workplace protection depends on legal recognition of “employer” status. Despite the reality that the temp industry adds no value beyond controlling a company’s supply of workers, the industry has successfully lobbied legislatures and government agencies for this recognition as “employer,” shielding companies up the supply chain from legal liability for workplace abuses. As a result, the industry has become a major vehicle for companies to extract the fruits of workers’ labor while avoiding legal obligations owed to workers.

Enforcement also relies on workers being able to claim their rights and blow the whistle on abuse. The current system of complaint resolution, however, is an obstacle course for low-wage workers. Like non-temps, temp

“[M]ajor companies have shifted the direct employment of workers to other business entities that often operate under extremely competitive conditions. This “fissuring” or splintering of employment . . . means that enforcement policies must act on higher levels of industry structures in order to change behavior at lower levels, where violations are most likely to occur.”

—David Weil, Administrator of the Wage and Hour Division, U.S. DOL
workers face the risk of job loss due to retaliation and discouraging barriers to justice in a fractured complaint system that delivers too little too late. But, for temps, these challenges are exacerbated by the additional difficulties of proving who is their employer and holding accountable key decision-makers at the top of supply chains.

To address this landscape of abuse and restore rule of law, workers need critical reforms, which should be implemented through public policy but can also be achieved or reinforced through legally binding supply chain contracts:

1. Legal liability must extend fully up supply chains, holding companies with the power and influence to monitor and regulate intermediaries accountable for working conditions, as they are regularly held accountable for product quality.
2. Penalties must be designed to incentivize legal compliance and corrective action.
3. An effective path to workplace accountability must be made available for workers to defend their rights and improve these jobs for the benefit of all.

Temp workers in four regions of the country are showing the way forward, building power through innovative organizing and policy campaigns at the local and state level. In California, temp workers are testing a new union organizing model that leverages solidarity between temps and direct hires at a shared job site. In Illinois, workers are campaigning to win legislation that will strengthen enforcement of previously enacted groundbreaking laws regulating the temp industry. Massachusetts and Rhode Island temps have proposed bills to hold companies at the top of supply chains accountable for wage theft. And in New Jersey, temp workers are organizing around wage and safety abuses on the job, using their own stories to generate public demand for needed legal reforms. These local and state based efforts are more important than ever as a Trump Administration promises to deepen the crisis captured in this report.
## PERMANENTLY TEMPORARY

**Six years**  
Average time worked in temp industry

**Three years**  
Average length of typical assignment

**Four out of five**  
Never had a temp job lead to being directly hired

**Zero**  
Prefer temp work to a direct hire position

## JOB INSTABILITY

**Two days**  
Average days sought work but found none each week

**30–39 hours**  
Average hours of work received each week

**69 percent**  
Have gone without work for extended period of time

**66 days**  
Average length of time gone without work

## DISCRIMINATION & RETALIATION

**47 percent**  
Filed complaint with DOL or tried to improve wages or working conditions and experienced retaliation

**53 percent**  
Latino workers felt targeted for immigration status

**22 percent**  
Experienced racial discrimination

**12 percent**  
Experienced sexual harassment

## DANGEROUS CONDITIONS

**84 percent**  
Experienced violation of basic health and safety rights

**64 percent**  
No safety training

**43 percent**  
No safety equipment

**28 percent**  
Severe work-related injury

**56 percent**  
Worked while sick or injured

## LIMITED BENEFITS

**1 percent**  
Employer-provided health insurance

**10 percent**  
Paid sick days

**3 percent**  
Paid vacation days

## POVERTY WAGES

**$9.07**  
Average hourly wage

**$13,966**  
Average annual income

## WAGE THEFT

**74 percent**  
Experienced illegal wage theft

**57 percent**  
Not paid all hours worked

**30 percent**  
Not paid overtime

**3 percent**  
Not paid at all

**29 percent**  
Charged for transportation an agency required

**57 percent**  
Forced to wait without pay for over 15 minutes to begin work

**26 percent**  
Charged for job necessities, including clothes, equipment and cashing checks
National Staffing Workers Alliance (NSWA) was founded by workers’ organizations in California, Illinois, Massachusetts, New Jersey and Rhode Island to build power among temp workers. NSWA is working to interrupt efforts by large corporations to turn workplaces into sweatshops with temp labor and to ensure all workers have access to good, permanent jobs that are neither disposable nor abusive. www.nationalstaffingworkersalliance.wordpress.com

National Economic and Social Rights Initiative (NESRI) partners with communities to build a movement for economic and social rights, including health, housing, education and work with dignity. NESRI brings an inclusive human rights approach to supporting the on-the-ground work of its partners by putting people’s experiences at the center of efforts to build power, shift narratives and change policies. www.nesri.org
This report is based primarily on surveys and focus groups with temp workers employed in factories and warehouses in four regions: the Chicago and Boston metro areas and around major New Jersey and Southern California ports. Surveys and focus groups documented in-depth workers’ experiences working through temp agencies. Questions concerned their employment arrangements, wages, health and safety, efforts made to improve their jobs and other conditions of employment. Though not generalizable, data of this kind provides an important snapshot of workers’ experiences in the often invisible world of industrial temp work, and can be used to identify patterns of shared experiences and trends that are relevant to the broader population.

Worker centers in these four regions, all members of the National Staffing Workers Alliance (NSWA), designed the survey and focus group materials in collaboration with an advisory board consisting of academic researchers and advocates who have studied and analyzed the restructuring of U.S. employment relations in recent decades through the growth of subcontracting work arrangements, particularly involving the temporary services industry. Members of the Advisory Board include:

- George Gonos at Center for Labor Research and Studies, Florida International University;
- Fabiola Inzunza at Clark University;
- Carmen Martino and Michele Ochsner at Rutgers School of Management and Labor Relations;
- Jessica Martinez of the National Council for Occupational Safety and Health; and
- Rebecca Smith of the National Employment Law Project. The advisory board also provided guidance in completing supplemental secondary research to expand our findings.

Eighty-six workers shared their experiences through 13 focus groups across the four regions, as well as through surveys. Focus groups and surveys were conducted in both English and Spanish during the Fall and Winter months of late 2015 through early 2016. They were conducted with new and existing worker members by staff of the worker centers that make up NSWA. Worker members were invited to participate through each worker centers’ existing processes of outreach and intake to maintain contact with their base of community members. Workers’ participation was entirely voluntary. The resulting sample population includes workers commonly missed by traditional research data collection due to their immigration status and/or the fly-by-night nature of segments of the temp industry that keeps their places of work relatively hidden.
Introduction
Communities across the United States are losing good jobs. They are being lost, not overseas, but to companies turning them into bad jobs right here at home. Driven by the quest to maximize profits, companies have waged a structural assault on jobs across a range of industries, particularly degrading the blue-collar jobs that forged America’s middle class. Through a strategy of replacing direct hire jobs with temp jobs, companies have transformed these once-good workplaces into dangerous and abusive sweatshops.

As temps, many of today’s blue-collar workers are struggling daily to make ends meet. Kept permanently “temporary,” U.S. factory and warehouse workers work for years through temp agencies. In fact, perma-temps account for one-third of all temps today. Yet, wages remain low, benefits remain nonexistent and conditions remain grueling and dangerous. Temp workers are injured at a rate double that of direct hire employees. Wage theft is widespread, as are other tactics used to skim profits from workers’ already low wages. Left unchecked, violations of workers’ basic rights have enabled companies at the top and the temp agencies at the bottom to gain market advantages and to spread this disastrous model.

Government at all levels has failed to ensure that enforcement frameworks effectively respond to companies’ aggressive tactics to find, make and exploit loopholes for profit at the expense of workers’ basic rights. Policy decisions to recognize temp agencies as sole “employers” of perma-temps opened the door for companies to use the temp industry as a shield from legal responsibilities owed U.S. workers. At the same time, the design of formal complaint mechanisms has critically failed to consider the needs of the low-wage workers consistently at the center of the greatest abuse. This has made violations of basic rights a low-risk, cost-effective business strategy, while creating a tremendous risk for workers to defend their rights and try to improve their workplaces.

It is this imbalance in temped out workplaces that companies use to their advantage. Constantly reminding workers that they are expendable, companies use intimidation, retaliation and discrimination in hiring to gain workers’ silent acceptance of a growing volume of abuse. The temp arrangement exacerbates this vulnerability shared by many workers throughout today’s precarious economy. This report documents this intensifying norm in critical sectors of the U.S. economy and demonstrates the need for a structural response to ensure that good jobs, not abusive temp jobs, define America’s future.

In this report, workers’ experiences create a vivid and unsettling picture of the working conditions of industrial temps, making clear the need for critical reforms to secure supply chain accountability through an effective worker-centered enforcement framework. The report highlights four different local and state initiatives led by temp workers across the country, including: (1) a new organizing model in California for temped out workers in alliance with direct hires at a shared job site; (2) responsible job creation legislation in Illinois that advances a powerful bill of rights for temp workers and fills critical enforcement gaps; (3) legislation in Massachusetts and Rhode Island that reconnects legal responsibility to businesses at the top; and 4) an organizing model driven by the needs and stories of temp workers in New Jersey that is creating public demand for legal reforms. These models are more important than ever as the Trump Administration further threatens this workforce by intensifying the climate of fear in immigrant workplaces and appointing new leaders who openly threaten to put corporate interests ahead of workers’ rights.

“It’s not easy, living with the uncertainty of whether we have work, daily or only three days a week, and the anxiety that we may not have enough for rent or food. It is very hard and stressful work, but we don’t have another option to work with dignity.”

—Massachusetts/Rhode Island survey participant
Corporate Gains, Good Job Losses
“As temporary workers, we are victims of a ‘legal’ but not fair process, because it is the way [companies] avoid the burdens that employers should assume.”
—Massachusetts/Rhode Island survey participant

Replacing direct hire jobs with temps

Just a few decades ago, a worker without a college degree could get a good, permanent job in a factory or warehouse simply by applying directly with the company that had the pizzas to make, pills to manufacture, boxes to pack or shipments to unload. This is no longer how it works. Today, finding a blue-collar job in the United States increasingly means working through a temp agency.

Big brand name companies such as Walmart, Home Depot and Amazon, and even companies like Johnson & Johnson that project an image of corporate responsibility, have fundamentally degraded and reshaped industrial jobs in the United States through outsourcing management of their supply chains en masse. In 2012, 86 percent of domestic Fortune 500 companies worked with third-party logistics companies (3PLs). (These are the companies that manage production or procurement of goods and fulfillment and distribution in big businesses’ supply chains.) That is nearly double the 46 percent of Fortune 500 companies that worked with 3PLs in 2001. Among the 100 most profitable companies in the country, the use of 3PLs is ubiquitous—maxing out at 96 percent several years ago. The trend among large corporations to outsource the labor-intensive parts of their businesses is clear and extreme.

Concurrently, the staffing industry has undergone exponential growth. The number of temp jobs doubled in the 1970s, doubled again in the 80s and again between 1990 to 2008. In fact, since the 1980s, one in five new job vacancies in the United States was a temp job, and since 2010, the staffing industry added more jobs to the U.S. economy than any other sector. Today, in the course of a week, three million workers find work through a staffing agency, and over a year, 16 million workers find work intermediated by an agency. Striking as these statistics are, they likely underestimate the actual number of temp workers in the United States.

Without doubt, these two trends—the outsourcing of supply chain management by American corporations and the incredible growth of staffing services—are deeply intertwined. 3PLs win low-bid contracts with Walmart, for instance, and make a profit by finding ways to minimize their labor costs. In many instances, cost cutting has been achieved by replacing unionized and well-compensated blue-collar jobs with temp jobs. That is, rather than directly hire workers to labor in their factories and warehouses, corporations, through their 3PLs, have contracted with temp agencies to do the same work for less.

“When I went to get regular work, everyone directed me to temp work. No one would directly give me an application, so I had to go to a temp agency to get a job.”
—Illinois focus group participant
The relationship between corporate outsourcing and the growth of temp labor is apparent in the kinds of jobs that have driven the temp industry's growth. In 1990, blue-collar jobs made up 28 percent of temp work, but, by 2013, they accounted for 47 percent of the industry. In fact, if temp workers were accounted for in official measures of the manufacturing industry, employment would have increased 1.3 percent between 1989 and 2000, rather than decline by over four percent. In Chicago, arguably the most important distribution hub in the United States, temp workers today make up an incredible 63 percent of the warehousing workforce. It is clearly time to replace the image of a temp worker filing papers and answering phones with one working on the factory line and unpacking shipping containers.

Keeping workers permanently temporary

Rather than serve as an entry point to better opportunities and greater economic security for marginalized workers, workers are being kept temporary on a permanent basis. Participants in the National Temp Worker Survey, in fact, had worked in the temp industry for an average of over six years with a typical assignment lasting over three years. Four out of five workers had never had a temp job lead to being directly hired. The old image of temp work involving supplemental workers brought in during busy seasons, to stand in for core staff or to meet special needs, is no longer the whole picture. Moreover, corporations are rarely hiring temps directly into positions with permanent status. This perma-temp population now accounts for more than one-third of “temp” workers.

Marginalized Black and Latino workers make up a disproportionate share of the workforce employed long-term through temp agencies. In job markets like Chicago and New Brunswick, temp agencies appear to have become the hiring hall for Latino immigrants, especially those without work authorization. For undocumented immigrants, “You arrive here and you have to work, so you have to create some connection with the temp agency,” a Massachusetts/Rhode Island focus group participant said, explaining the central role temp agencies play in their securing work. “If you can't win them over, you know you will not be getting work.” An undocumented mother working as a temp in New Jersey said that, for her and many others like her, “our countries aren't any good because of the economy and crime. The children don't have a future, so we sacrifice ourselves for our children.”

Similarly, the skyrocketing proportion of workers who bear the scarlet letter of incarceration as a result of mass criminalization, disproportionately Black men, find they too are largely excluded from mainstream employment.

“They never keep you, so you keep doing temp.”
—Illinois focus group participant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Temp Worker Survey Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Six years</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average time worked in temp industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Three years</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average length of typical assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Four out of five workers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>never had a temp job lead to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>being directly hired</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and have few options but to find work through the temp agencies. Stuck on the fringes, these workers often find that industrial temp work is their only option.

Far from a choice or desire for flexibility, most temp workers would prefer a permanent, direct hire job, turning to temp agencies strictly out of necessity. Over half of all temps reported to the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 2005—the last time this information was collected—that temp work was the only work they could find, and another 13 percent said they hoped the job would lead to permanent work. Or, measured another way, 59 percent would prefer a different employment arrangement. To make matters worse, long-term temp work seems to hurt workers’ future job prospects, ensuring their continued struggle at the margins. It is no wonder that not one worker who participated in the National Temp Worker Survey preferred temp work to a permanent, direct hire position.

The resurgence of sweatshops for profit

Greater control for companies, instability for workers

The driving force behind this temp-based restructuring of industrial work is the demand of corporate America for low-cost bids from 3PLs. To meet this demand, 3PLs use the temp arrangement to gain greater control over workers’ wages, benefits and working conditions. Far from oblivious to this, workers in the National Temp Worker Study largely understood that “they don’t give us [direct hire] jobs . . . because they want to have us controlled through the agencies,” as one Illinois participant succinctly put it. Indeed, this arrangement increases the ease with which companies can take or leave any number of workers from any number of temp agencies day to day. Temps are treated as entirely expendable, replaced with little cost to companies that need not spend even their time firing a worker, changing payroll or ending benefits.

For workers living paycheck to paycheck, however, lost work imposes tremendous costs, and lack of job security is a central concern. This California worker’s story is illustrative of the daily struggle that people in temp jobs face just to find enough work to survive each week:

“We apply at one agency and then another. I complete one day, another day, until I complete my week. Why? Because the agencies don’t give you the whole week. Sometimes, yes, and if they do they give you the whole week temporarily—one month, two months, three months—and then that’s it. And then you have to find another agency. For you to get your week or 15-day period to pay for everything you need, you have to apply to several agencies.”

Almost none of the workers in the National Temp Worker Survey enjoyed the job security of a union contract. An average of two days each week that they report to work, workers are turned away without work. Schedules are irregular. And at the end of the week they have, on average, secured fewer than 40 hours of work. They sometimes
even go without any work for stretches of time. Among the 69 percent of workers who had gone without work for an extended period while working as a temp, the average stretch of time reported was 66 days.

A Massachusetts/Rhode Island focus group participant explained that having “no economic stability” impacted them “a great deal. You stop achieving goals. You can’t even pay your rent, medication—all that is affected. You can’t make long-term plans.” Similarly, a California worker noted, “Without any job security or steady income, you can’t have a BBQ or go somewhere on a weekend. What if you don’t get work for two or three days? You gotta save that $100 for rent. I got a second job, but through another agency, so it’s the same thing.”

With “something different” every day, it is constant “ups and downs,” said a worker in Illinois. “If [I lose work] I have nothing. I lose everything. You can’t live like that.”

Workers feel pressured to accept long shifts “because tomorrow I don’t know if there will be work,” stressed a Massachusetts/Rhode Island participant. Not accepting companies’ long, sometimes open-ended, hours or last minute schedule changes is not an option because it means risking job loss, as illustrated by this Illinois worker’s story:

“Around 2 o’clock, a supervisor let us know they needed us an extra four hours. My son gets out of school at 3:30. I was supposed to get out at 3. You’re not giving me enough time to call someone to see if they can pick up my son. When I told them I wasn’t able to stay those four hours, I wasn’t on the schedule for the next two days. They cut into my money I need for my children, for my light and gas. So, they punished me for that.”

The message of expendability hangs over people in temp jobs as a persistent threat, insisting on their amenability to employers’ demands. Temp agencies are already a last resort for marginalized workers. The need to secure enough work to survive week to week puts workers in a dangerously weak position to negotiate fair terms around work. In fact, an Illinois worker explained how he gets picked up each day without any explanation of where he is going or what he will be doing: “They say, ‘if you have necessity, you will go where we send you or we will send someone else.’ Our tattered public safety net programs provide little relief from this pressure. Most notably, unemployment insurance eligibility requirements in most states, in practice, disqualify temp workers.28

Fear of being replaced with ease also affects temp workers’ ability to successfully organize for better terms. This was exacerbated by the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) position, until 2016, requiring temp workers to obtain employer consent to form mixed bargaining units with direct hires and temps employed at the same workplace and refusing to recognize the companies that used temp labor as joint “employers.”29 This made it lawful for these companies to retaliate against temp workers who tried to organize for improved conditions.30 The Trump Administration is expected to revert back to the NLRB’s previous position and once again make retaliation against temp workers for organizing lawful.
The fear of lost work weighs heavily on temp workers deciding whether to even speak up about abuses of their fundamental rights. A 2008 study representing hundreds of thousands of low-wage frontline workers in the three largest U.S. cities, including temps, found that 20 percent of them had decided to not report a serious rights violation such as wage theft or dangerous work conditions in the previous year.31 A 2015 study in Chicago with a similar population of workers, one-third of whom were temps, asked the question differently and found that nearly three-quarters kept quiet at least sometimes about problems at work out of fear.32 In this group, fear was a greater motivator for temp workers, as compared to direct hires, to remain silent about abuse.33

Workers' fears are well-founded. Story after story in the National Temp Worker Study involved employers getting rid of workers who were outspoken, injured or complained about abuses. For instance, these stories were just a few of myriad examples shared by workers in California:

“If someone didn’t respond to an [sexual] advance, you lost work. And if you responded, then you had work. If someone defends themselves, you lose work.”

“When you actually complain [about wage theft] or say something to any of them, that’s it. They don’t want you anymore. You don’t get work or, when you do, it’s once in a blue moon.”

“You have to constantly check whether a [supervisor] is in a bad mood, because when you see the whole environment and the screaming and the demands, it torments your mind. They treat us like disposable objects and it’s no good.”

Employers regularly take away work and make other changes to workers’ assignments in response to workers who courageously bring attention to abuses and try to improve conditions. These tactics are so widespread that they have essentially become a standard business practice in the low-wage workplaces that employ temp workers. “If you even look at that board [with health and safe postings] too long, you get DNRed [put on the Do Not Return list for the company],” observed a long-time temp worker in Illinois. “If you go to OSHA, all hell breaks loose.” Roughly one in two frontline low-wage workers in the large national 2008 study experienced illegal retaliation for making a complaint or organizing for improved conditions in the prior year,34 while over half of the workers in the 2015 Chicago study reported such retaliation.35 Again, temps in the Chicago study faced disproportionately high rates of retaliation compared to direct hires.36 Similarly, in the National Temp Worker Survey, nearly one in two workers who had complained to the Department of Labor or tried to improve their wages or working conditions experienced retaliation.

These unbridled displays of retaliation not only harm individual workers who speak up but send a chilling message to others that they, too, are taking a risk if they refuse to silently accept abuse. They attack the will of workers to defend good jobs by making these efforts seem risky and doomed, feeding a culture of hopelessness and helplessness. The message to workers is clear: “Whoever never says nothing they’d rather have in there,” explained a California participant. “The ones who complain, let’s leave them aside. People who are quiet are getting let in. People who speak out, get shut out. It’s shady what they’re doing.”

Systematic discriminatory and abusive hiring practices reinforce a repressive workplace culture. Recently, temp agency dispatchers have blown the whistle on illegal requests made by companies of temp agencies to fill work orders by race.37 The leaks demonstrate that companies
are targeting workers they believe are undocumented and less likely to claim their rights. In fact, 53 percent of Latinos in the National Temp Workers Survey felt targeted for their immigration status. “They tell [us with no papers], ‘Stay quiet and you will get work,’” explained a New Jersey focus group participant. Staffing agencies have even conspicuously set up shop in new immigrant Latino neighborhoods.

These same practices exclude Black workers. One in five National Temp Worker Survey participants reported racially discriminatory practices. In fact, Black participants were assigned significantly fewer hours of work per week than their Latino counterparts. A Latino focus group participant in Illinois remarked, “They say they don’t want to hire Blacks because they are too lazy, they don’t want to work. [But] they claim their rights and we [Latinos] don’t, so that is why they leave them [Black workers] for last.” No group of workers benefits from these divisive and abusive tactics.

Women also experience discrimination. “Men have priority. We are second tier,” a female Massachusetts/Rhode Island focus group participant noted. Women are treated as less valuable than men and paid less for the secondary roles they are given. Both male and female workers in the National Temp Worker Survey commented that, to get any work in this environment, women endure a great deal of sexual harassment and abuse. “The women have to do this [accept sexual advances] to remain preferred or they will have no more work,” a male focus group participant in Illinois revealed. A female temp in a Massachusetts/Rhode Island focus group echoed him, stressing:

“[People] say you have to say no, but what you are living and your circumstances is not the same as what the law says. The victim consented and then they say she is not a victim. But no one knows the psychological coercion, the pressure of needing a job and supporting your family.”

One in ten survey participants had experienced sexual harassment as a temp worker.

Greater profits for companies at greater costs for workers

Workers’ wages, benefits and the workplace conditions that created America’s comfortable consumer engine have been eroded to deliver lower costs and higher profits to the companies at the top. In fact, temped out work has turned good workplaces into sweatshops. These workplaces are marked by multiple, chronic violations of labor and employment law, which is how the U.S. Government Accountability Office has defined modern-day sweatshops. As when the term was first used in the late 1800s, these sweatshops shaped through the temp arrangement are labor intensive, involve subcontracting systems and are endured by a mostly immigrant workforce. The parallels between conditions then, which led to the passage of child labor and minimum wage laws, and the abuses perpetrated in wanton violation of these laws today are unsettling.

In fact, unprompted, focus group participants in both California and Massachusetts/Rhode Island shared stories of abusive child labor. In California, a worker revealed, “I have a ten year old, where I am, working eight hours or more.” Another reported laboring himself at 13 years old in California factories under harsh conditions. “We had heavy, hard things to do,” he said. “They never took me to the doctor. They would just cover an injury up and that was it. And then back to work.” In a Massachusetts/Rhode Island focus group, a man confirmed, on the other side of the country, that he had seen the same thing. “The drivers—they are the office,” he explained. “Many vans pass continuously, recruiting people. If the employer sees they are too young, they say, ‘just look the other way’ when they are indigenous. They put them to work.”

The companies’ disregard of workers’ well-being is obvious from the lack of health and safety precautions.
Temp workers are worked to death, or at least to injury, in the name of delivering more for less. Pressure is applied on temps to work faster, do more, for long hours, without time off, often including in cases of sickness or injury. Not being allowed to use the bathroom or drink enough water were common themes in focus groups across the country. In fact, for going to the bathroom “too much” or for “too long,” California workers reported supervisors getting mad, Massachusetts and Rhode Island workers reported being timed and then harassed, Illinois workers reported lost wages and New Jersey workers reported lost work. Bathrooms came up again in this Massachusetts/Rhode Island worker’s story about the work environment she toiled in:

“They barely let us breathe. They are on top of us, yelling, ‘Hurry! Hurry!’ Every day you know you are going to hear the screams and you anticipate them. You have to go because of necessity and you don’t want to go because you go in fear. I say to myself, ‘God help me, please. I have to walk into this place again.’ We can’t even go to the bathroom and we can’t drink water. We can’t even stretch and we have to be bent over all day.”

The pressure to overwork is made riskier by the fact that companies are often contracting out their most dangerous work, and, along with it, many of the checks and balances that have historically encouraged employers to correct hazards. Metal was flying,” a worker in California said, describing his workplace. “They should have given me a mask. Sometimes I couldn’t breathe. I would have been dead, if I had stayed there.” Trying to find safe work through temp agencies is an often-repeated challenge among workers. This Massachusetts/Rhode Island worker expressed the frustration of many in trying to find work that did not pose risks to his health and safety:

“They sent me to a fruit place, but the chemicals they used would make my eyes water. They sent me to the lobster place, but I killed my back. I would work 12 hours straight standing in the cold. It was too much, too tiring. And, the last one I had, I got so sick from the chemicals, I said no more.”

In one Illinois factory, a worker revealed that they “share some pills for the pain for people to be able to endure.” For many, regardless of the job, “It’s repetitive doing the same movements all day standing,” as another Massachusetts/Rhode Island worker stated. “And, at the end, the health of the majority will be affected. We complain about our hands or backs, but we have to keep working because there is no other choice—until we get permanent pain that disables us.” A full 84 percent of National Temp Worker Survey participants reported that the companies where they worked denied their basic health and safety rights. Injuries and deaths that arise from such hazards do not lead to increases in workers’ compensation premiums for the companies that contract out the work—the temp agencies are considered legally responsible. And temps and agencies alike are less likely to complain about hazards to companies or to OSHA (the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration) for fear of lost work and lost contracts. The loss of these incentives leads to the widely recognized failure to ensure temp workers have the safety equipment and training they need to do the jobs as safely as possible. The National Temp Worker Survey confirmed that too often trainings are not happening and equipment is not available. This Illinois worker’s story, in many ways, is illustrative of many temps’ experiences:
“[My] first day, there was no training. The hot glue damaged our hands. Things popped up—no safety glasses. After I did my first eight hours, as we were swiping out, that’s when they told us we needed steel-toed boots, gloves and glasses. But we had to buy these things ourselves. They let us work the full eight hours with none of these things, then notified us of things we needed the next day. But we haven’t received a check yet, so how are we supposed to purchase them? I let them know I wouldn’t be able to have all these things. So, they got rid of me.”

Health and safety shortcuts shift costs onto workers rather than employers in rates of work-related injuries and deaths that are noticeably higher for temps than their direct hire counterparts. A whopping 17 percent of all work-related fatalities occurred in jobs that were outsourced through subcontracting. A study in Washington State found temp workers in the manufacturing sector experienced injuries at twice the rate of direct hires. Temps also lose more days from work than others when injured, suggesting greater severity, and were less likely to receive workers’ compensation or adequate reimbursement in any form for their lost time and medical costs.

Work injuries kept over a quarter of workers in the National Temp Worker Survey from working for a day or more (28%), and a majority of workers had worked while sick or injured (56%). A worker in a Massachusetts/Rhode Island focus group explained how he had worked at a factory for 18 years and still “had no right to be ill one day.” He had recently experienced chest pain on the job. When he told his supervisor, the supervisor responded, “You have to stay. If you leave, there will be no more work.” A worker in California told a similar story of a co-worker who “went to the ER and they [his supervisors] wanted him to keep working, but he couldn’t even stand. They wanted him to work that way. So, they got rid of him.” And in Illinois, another worker revealed how she became disabled because of pressure to work through injuries. “My tendon is messed up,” she said. “It affected my shoulder. They [the supervisors] don’t care. They just put you like that injured in the line and now my hand is no good.” And in New Jersey? “They just leave you there even if you faint.”

And what do temp workers receive for tolerating brutal conditions? Low-bid labor contracting ensures temp workers are compensated for a grueling day’s work with poverty wages and few, if any, of the benefits that workers, and the public at large, have long relied on to meet their basic human needs. Temps earn a full 22 percent less than direct hires that do the same work. And focus group participants reported that the wages stay low. One in California noted, “You never get recognized. Never get raises. People there ten years are still making $10.00 an hour.” Workers in the National Temp Worker Survey made an average annual income of under $14,000 and average hourly wage of just over $9.00. Health benefits, retirement benefits, paid vacation and sick days are all extremely rare.
While wage theft is endemic in the low-wage sector generally, affecting nearly half of these workers each year, temps are at an even greater risk. Seventy-four percent of National Temp Worker Survey participants reported illegal wage theft, which includes not being paid for the right number of hours (57%), not being paid overtime (30%), not being paid at all (3%) or being charged roughly $7.00 per day for transportation that the agency requires them to take (29%). In other ways, too, temps are nickel and dimed by agencies, such as having to wait, without pay, over 15 minutes each day to begin work (57%)—17 percent typically wait over an hour—and being charged for other necessities of the job, including clothing, equipment and cashing checks (26%).

Workers know they are being mistreated. Over half of the National Temp Worker Survey participants said they do not feel treated with respect (52%). But, remarked a California focus group participant:

“You have to put up with it, because you have kids. You have to support your family, so you let yourself be mistreated because of necessity. And we are all seeing that each person that complains, the following week doesn’t return. It puts you in a bad mood because, when you see the whole environment and the screaming and demands, it torments your mind. They treat us like objects that are no good.”

Tight margins for temp agencies are the product of highly competitive bidding for supply chain contracts.

A clear result of temping out these jobs, therefore, is the entrenchment of poverty among these groups of workers. Temps are twice as likely as non-temps to live in poverty and, among those eligible, disproportionately rely on public assistance. “In reality, the government is subsidizing the company. The company’s paying low wages and we turn around and get money from the government for medical or other types of assistance. Why? Why let them walk off with those profits?” asked a focus group participant in California.

Making matters worse, big corporations enable temp agencies to make up their profit margins through systemic wage theft. This California worker shared his experience with wage theft:

“Many of the agencies steal from you. When the check arrives and you add it up, something is missing. They’ll [the agencies] just ask how much is missing. You tell them eight hours and they say it will be in the next check, but it doesn’t arrive. But if you insist, you get punished. Many people say, ‘It’s just a few hours, I won’t complain because then I will lose work.’ They [the agencies] prefer getting rid of you to paying you.”

Tight margins for temp agencies are the product of highly competitive bidding for supply chain contracts.
Shirking Responsibility through Abuse of Law
Yet counter to long-held legal doctrine and common sense, under law the temp agency is generally recognized as the “employer” of these workers. This fact is the result not of some invisible natural order or public consensus, but the successful lobbying efforts of the temp industry. Beginning in the 1950s, the IRS (Internal Revenue Service) began accepting temp agencies’ payroll taxes and state legislatures and public agencies started to make laws and interpretations of the law more favorable to the industry. At the heart of these decisions, the industry claimed their intermediary companies were the workers’ employer, seeking to distinguish themselves from the “placement agencies” that were under heavy regulation. At the time, the industry’s campaign received little attention and faced little opposition. This opened the door for companies to exploit loopholes in supply chain regulation, using temp agencies as a shield from legal responsibility.

Enforcement of every workplace protection depends on the existence of an employer-employee relationship. In theory, there are three general categories of tests, with some variation, used to determine who is an “employer.” In practice, the many different agencies and courts involved in workplace enforcement have developed inconsistent lists of factors to weigh in making these decisions. This has created legal confusion and disparate results depending on the decision-maker. Although
clearly irrational, a business may be an employer for purposes of wages, for instance, but not social security. This benefits no workers.

The test used in federal wage and hour cases promises the broadest definition of employment. Legal responsibility in these cases attaches to any business that “suffers or permits” workers to work.\(^72\) This should extend the responsibility far and wide through labor supply chains. That was the clearly articulated intention of Congress when they adopted this standard from state child labor laws and shaped it to address subcontracting systems.\(^73\) Nevertheless, courts have deviated from this broad original meaning, frequently employing instead a narrower “economic realities” test that demands a variety of factors be weighed to determine the “economic dependence” of a worker on a company for continued employment.\(^74\) This brings interpretation of the “suffer or permit” standard much more in line with the other more limited “traditional” legal test of employment.\(^75\)

Most importantly, at the end of the day, few judges or investigators have been willing to interpret either test to extend responsibility for workers’ rights far enough through labor supply chains to hold the big companies like Amazon and Walmart accountable for workplace protections.\(^76\) A partial victory, however, has been a growing body of cases that recognize “joint liability.”\(^77\) In these cases, both temp agencies and the companies that contracted directly with them were held responsible for compliance with labor and employment law. This is currently limited to cases involving workers’ wages, health and safety, discrimination and most recently in cases of workplace organizing.\(^78\) For now, employee benefits, unemployment insurance and workers’ compensation in most states continue to be considered the sole responsibility of temp agencies, and, of course, legal responsibility for workplace laws in general does not reliably reach the top of multi-layered supply chains.

While an important step in the right direction, the limited expansion of joint liability to date is not enough to close the loopholes in supply chain regulation. Over 20 years ago, in 1994, the U.S. Departments of Labor and Commerce noted that it was widely recognized that companies used the temp industry to evade their legal obligations, enjoying significant financial benefits as a result.\(^79\) The estimated payroll savings for businesses that temp out their staff is between 15 and 30 percent.\(^80\) Legal incentives still encourage businesses to use the temp industry to take advantage of loopholes, but not without costs for the local communities that are losing good jobs.

---

**Obstacle course for justice**

Enforcement relies on workers being able to claim their rights and blow the whistle. Even when public agencies are tasked with enforcing workplace laws, agencies discover only a fraction of violations without workers first reporting them. Public agencies are simply not resourced or positioned to effectively oversee all workplaces, and the worst offenders always seem to find a way to evade regulatory oversight.

Protecting good, permanent jobs therefore requires a reliable path to justice that workers on the frontline feel safe navigating. A majority of workers in the *National Temp Worker Survey* had tried to improve their jobs (56%) and over a third had reported wage theft to the Department of Labor (35%), but existing paths to justice do not meet the needs of these workers who are most affected by workplace abuses. Bringing a complaint requires workers to navigate a web of multiple, disconnected processes to seek relief from various workplace abuses, including retaliation. There are over half a dozen public agencies

“I thought it was just in my country that things functioned wrong, but here your schemas are broken. [In my wage theft case], to date, [the temp agency] keeps asking for time and the DOL keeps giving him his time. It’s been a year and he has not paid. He even wrote to say he would not pay and the DOL has done nothing. The DOL is not up to speed to give us an effective response. They just have a bureaucracy and you just fill out papers.”

—Massachusetts/Rhode Island focus group participant
and courts involved in workplace enforcement, each implementing a distinct piece of workplace regulation. This discourages workers from seeking complete relief and from holding employers comprehensively accountable.

On average, successful resolutions of complaints take months, even years, to reach, which is too long for workers living paycheck to paycheck. Justice delayed is justice denied for these workers, as this California focus group participant expressed:

“If something serious happened to me, I don’t think I could wait through a legal process, because that takes a long time. That’s what happens to a lot of people. They get stuck in the process and can’t wait, because they’re already poor, so waiting is just making you more poor and for something that’s not even sure.”

Yet perhaps the most significant barrier to justice for all workers are the less visible issues of “proof” or evidentiary standards in cases involving discrimination, retaliation and, in general, temp arrangements. An employer’s action with a clear discriminatory or retaliatory impact is still not enough to prove liability. Workers have the burden of proving an employer’s underlying motive, but it is very rare for employers to state directly that they are intending to discriminate or retaliate. Employers can and do claim a range of often flimsy justifications for their discriminatory and retaliatory tactics, from being a poor worker to simply not being needed or a good fit. This then puts the burden entirely on workers to show these justifications are false—a burden that, even when the justification strains credibility, is seemingly impossible to meet under the law.

Temps also have the added burden of proving, in all cases, who should be held accountable. But, temp workers do not always know who is responsible for the abuse they are experiencing—the staffing agency or the company for whom they labor. “I don’t know who the supervisor is there. They change one to another. And they change to another. And that’s how they do things,” a New Jersey focus group participant said, describing the confusing supervision structure in his workplace. Though most could name the company they labored for (69%), many workers in the National Temp Worker Survey were unclear about who their supervisor represented—about one in four relayed some uncertainty. Twice as many, or about half, were unclear specifically in cases of discipline. This is a barrier in itself, let alone the considerable amount of time and resources that resolving this legal question demands.

This approach tips the scales in favor of well-resourced businesses and against workers who are struggling day to day to make ends meet.

Given the significant hurdles to securing relief through formal workplace complaint processes and lack of consequences imposed on guilty companies, it is no surprise that workers sometimes decide not to seek it. For instance, few severely injured workers in the National Temp Worker Survey even tried to apply for workers’ compensation (just 21%). Workers said they did not apply because they feared retaliation, faced employer interference, lacked information and believed it was a waste of time. A focus group participant in California shared his father’s experience when, working at a warehouse through a temp agency, a forklift hit him in the face:

“For the next seven years, he fought a [workers’ compensation] case. He never ended it, because he passed away. I lost my dad for that reason. He went through so many surgeries. Is that going to happen to everyone that gets hurt at an agency? It’s not worth it! My dad was a Vietnam vet, a citizen, but they didn’t listen to him. He just got shut down and never got anything for the injury he received as a temp. It was like a waste of life.”

This is unacceptable. Temp workers face all of the same problems as other low-wage workers including: unchecked retaliation, a fractured complaint system that delivers too little too late, and a penalty system that is not tailored to deter violations or encourage corrective action from companies. These fundamental challenges must be addressed for all low-wage workers. Because temp workers also, however, face an absurd lack of legal clarity as to who is their employer and accountable for the abuse, these already serious challenges are deeply exacerbated.

Anti-retaliation laws should protect all workers and cover all employer tactics, including tactics known to be used by companies to dismiss temp workers who claim their rights. If temp workers do not have at least the same protections from retaliation as direct hires, market incentives will continue to normalize this model as a strategy to evade accountability.
To Bring Back Good Jobs, Restore Rule of Law at Work
The protection of good jobs and basic rights in the workplace begins with an expanded understanding of corporate legal responsibility in the context of today’s increasingly complex supply chain work-arounds. Extending accountability to the top is critical. These companies at the top should be incentivized to provide oversight of their labor intermediaries to prevent workplace abuses, just as they do for product quality.

Workers need a vigorous, clear and knowable “employer” standard to match the aggressive practices of U.S. corporations that have been deployed to legally distance companies from the exploitative parts of their businesses. Rather than a system with many complex tests that will require assessment anew in each case as to which business or businesses most subjectively controls the workplace, a new legal framework should attach responsibility to any business that outsources any part of its operations for workers’ rights compliance anywhere along its supply chain. In essence, this is little more than a clarifying return to the original intentions of the Fair Labor Standards Act’s “suffer or permit” standard. The idea behind it was always to reach any business that allowed or tolerated workplace abuses, regardless of the presence of intermediaries. Now more than ever, a broad, but straightforward approach like this is the simplest solution.

In some cases, outsourcing should be prohibited. It should unquestionably be prohibited when ensuring accountability and imposing liability becomes impossible. Additionally, in parts of Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America, temp work is also limited to extraordinary business needs, prohibited for hazardous work and work central to a business’ operations, and limited to short time frames. This would constrain businesses from using these arrangements to distance themselves from their legal responsibilities in the first place.

Secondly, it must cost corporations less to keep good, permanent jobs than to turn them into abusive, temporary jobs. That means corporations at the top of supply chains must face serious legal consequences for failing to monitor for and fix supply chain abuses. These consequences must be tailored to lead to compliance with the law. To begin with, significant penalties should not be imposed on an employer that takes quick action to correct abuse in their supply chain, such as disciplining supervisors, retraining labor intermediaries and allowing workers’ groups on site to investigate and monitor conditions. For employers found guilty of allowing abuses, however, penalties must be swift, certain and appropriately disruptive of business as usual, such as loss of sales, loss of a license to do business, truly significant monetary sanctions and/or jail time. The magnitude of the penalty must induce other similarly situated employers to comply with the law, and parallel efforts should be undertaken to support employers in implementing best practices for prevention.

And third, workplace enforcement must enable workers most affected by abuse to bring attention to it. Workers are in a unique position to monitor violations and be the frontline in improving conditions. Existing enforcement frameworks rely almost exclusively on workers to trigger accountability measures. As such, paths to justice must be made reliable and safe.

Adequate protection from retaliation for workers who are injured or exercise their rights and protection of workers’ right to organize without interference is essential to ending the erosion of good, permanent jobs in the United States and fueling a new story of American growth with, rather than at the expense of, workers. Protection should be inclusive of all workers, as well as all employer tactics. It should obviously include known tactics used by client companies to retaliate against temp workers, such as the use of Do Not Return lists, and companies should

“We are all the same. The myth between permanent and temp workers . . . There are no differences, just that they’re with the company and we’re temps.”

—New Jersey focus group participant
have to prove their reasons for ceasing to hire or changing work assignments are lawful following workers’ injuries, complaints or exercise of rights.101 It should also include a firewall between labor disputes and immigration enforcement activities.102 Without this, threats of deportation will continue to give businesses an exploitable group of workers with whom to undermine the efforts of all workers. Likewise, threats and employer policies that anticipate workers exercising rights must be made clearly unlawful.103 No worker should have to guess whether the law will protect them or not from a form of retaliation.

The system of enforcing workplace protections cannot begin to function effectively, and will continue to represent a failed legal framework, until the complaint process is redesigned to ensure it addresses the needs of workers. Thus, workers also need a simpler, timely and cohesive process to secure justice in all cases, especially when facing retaliation. Workers should be able to resolve the range of workplace issues they are experiencing through one coherent and unified process.

The process could be streamlined either by replacing the messy patchwork system with a "one stop shop"104 or unified through inter-agency coordination. For instance, agencies can share a common complaint form, offer a shared point of access for workers, use a team of investigators and a bench of judges to resolve the range of issues to which workers bring light and avoid discouraging workers from pursuing them all.105 Creating a system that ensures timely resolution requires changes in incentives for employers to respond rapidly to workers' complaints. This could be achieved through improving workers’ access to temporary relief while their complaint is investigated,106 or a penalty structure with punitive measures that encourage employers to monitor their supply chains for abuses and respond quickly, such as by automatically accruing fines at least equal to workers’ wages from the moment the violation takes place.107

The law must also flip assumptions and burdens of proof in cases of retaliation and cases involving temp workers. The assumption in a temp case, for instance, could be that an employment relationship exists until proven otherwise.108 While in a retaliation case, for instance, it should be that adverse actions impacting workers experiencing an injury, a violation of their rights or organizing for better conditions are retaliatory.109 As this Illinois focus group participant sharply put it:

“We need to hold companies accountable to make sure they're not [taking away people's work] for sexual harassment or mistreatment. If a person comes to work every day on time, does what they're assigned every day, they shouldn't be DNRed [put on a company's Do Not Return list] without question. There should be paperwork done and a reason why.”

Keeping this burden on workers makes it impossible to hold businesses responsible.110 Flipping these assumptions will help lift the virtually impossible burdens of proof and place the responsibility on the party overseeing the supervisors and in possession of the paperwork and other information required to establish proof.
Acting Locally to Win
Supply Chain Accountability
The Trump Administration threatens to deepen the problems captured in this report. For starters, the Administration promises a more complete breakdown in workplace enforcement by appointing leaders who put corporate interests ahead of workers’ rights. This threatens critical progress in filling enforcement loopholes, such as through reversals of recent NLRB decisions that extended legal liability and protected temps from retaliation and intimidation for workplace organizing. The Administration is also stirring up fear in immigrant worker communities, sending an ominous message to undocumented workers that anyone is fair game for deportation. This is taking the place of the Obama Administration’s assurances that workers should be protected from unfair immigration action when they defend critical rights at work. Just the increased threat of deportation promises to increase workers’ sense of personal risk in bringing attention to these abuses.

Four campaigns led by temp workers across the country, however, show four ways forward even in these brutal times. Workers in each of those localities are building models for effecting structural change at the local and state level and demonstrate the power of temps to realize that change through public and private policy. In California and New Jersey, temp workers are modeling how temps, in the face of extreme abuse, can build power to effect change through organizing, alliance building and storytelling. And in Illinois, Massachusetts and Rhode Island, temps are harnessing their power to institutionalize change through landmark state legislation aimed at restoring rule of law by holding companies responsible for the work they outsource and making the path to workplace accountability more effective for temp workers.

California: Temp and direct hire workers joint organizing model

Warehouse workers in California are on their way to achieve the unprecedented: one joint bargaining unit representing temp and direct hire workers. On December 22, 2016, temps and direct hires at a California Cartage warehouse near the Port of Long Beach voted, for the first time, on joint union representation by the Teamsters.112 Just the increased threat of deportation promises to increase workers’ sense of personal risk in bringing attention to these abuses.

Four campaigns led by temp workers across the country, however, show four ways forward even in these brutal times. Workers in each of those localities are building models for effecting structural change at the local and state level and demonstrate the power of temps to realize that change through public and private policy. In California and New Jersey, temp workers are modeling how temps, in the face of extreme abuse, can build power to effect change through organizing, alliance building and storytelling. And in Illinois, Massachusetts and Rhode Island, temps are harnessing their power to institutionalize change through landmark state legislation aimed at restoring rule of law by holding companies responsible for the work they outsource and making the path to workplace accountability more effective for temp workers.

California: Temp and direct hire workers joint organizing model

Warehouse workers in California are on their way to achieve the unprecedented: one joint bargaining unit representing temp and direct hire workers. On December 22, 2016, temps and direct hires at a California Cartage warehouse near the Port of Long Beach voted, for the first time, on joint union representation by the Teamsters.112

Temps and direct hires, who work side by side on the job site, have been unable to do this in the past. The law made it impossible—that is, until two important decisions by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) brought the rules around union organizing in line with the reality of today’s workplaces.

In August 2015, the NLRB reconfigured its employer test, resulting in recognizing joint employment more often.113 This decision also made it unlawful for lead companies to retaliate against temp workers trying to organize a union.114 This has made it easier for the mixed group of California warehouse workers to ban together to improve shared working conditions. In 2015 and 2016, California workers, with the support of the Warehouse Workers’ Resource Center and the Teamsters, initiated multiple strikes, lawsuits and policy actions. They successfully defended and secured shared rights, including new state heat regulations, while fighting the company’s retaliation and intimidation tactics.115

In July 2016, the NLRB issued the critical second decision, making it possible for temps and direct hires to form...
one joint bargaining unit to negotiate common terms and conditions with the company that employs both direct hires and, indirectly, temp workers. This decision removed a nearly unsurmountable barrier to organizing—a requirement that consent for a joint bargaining unit be given by both the temp agency and the company that contracted with the temp agency for the labor.

When the California workers’ union organizing campaign succeeds, the Teamsters will negotiate a contract that will govern all workers at the Cal Cartage warehouse. While the contract will set only the terms and conditions of work at the workplace—not following temps when they work at other job sites—it will apply equally to temps as it does direct hires on site. It will also give temps the right to hold both their temp agency and Cal Cartage accountable through protests that target both. A reversal of the NLRB decisions, on which this union organizing strategy is based, will not stop this united force of temp and direct hire workers from continuing to pave the way by other means for the benefit of all.

**Illinois: Responsible job creation legislation**

Ten years ago, Illinois passed the Day and Temporary Labor Services Act to address the growing presence of unregulated temp agencies throughout the state. The Temp Act requires these agencies to register with the state Department of Labor, showing proof of workers’ compensation and unemployment insurance. A list of registered agencies is published online. Companies are required under the law to use only registered temp agencies. Temp agencies that do not register or companies that use unregistered agencies face fines.

Additionally, the Temp Act addresses some of the abuse particular to temp work. The law requires agencies to pay a four-hour minimum wage to workers who they call in but do not use and to give workers notice of where and for whom they are working, forbids the agencies from charging for transportation to job sites, and places limits on placement fees the agencies charge companies that want to directly hire workers placed as temps. It also, importantly, holds agencies and the companies that use them, which are called “client companies” in the statute, jointly responsible for the state minimum wage and wage payment laws.

It is the most comprehensive piece of legislation of its kind in the country. And yet, as this report shows, workers and workers’ organizations in Illinois are clear that more is needed to effectively improve workers’ lived experiences and for Illinois to start to see good, permanent jobs make a comeback.

That is why temp workers, their organizations—namely, the Chicago Workers’ Collaborative and Warehouse Workers for Justice—and their allies, including the Illinois AFL-CIO, have introduced the Responsible Job Creation Act (RJCA). The bill is tailored around two objectives: (1) closing the enforcement gap and (2) better protecting temp workers from abuse and keeping good jobs in Illinois from being turned into abusive temp jobs. Focusing on these two goals, the bill promises to benefit workers, local economies and the state, saving Illinois money that is lost paying for abusive jobs and making up for poverty wages.

Key provisions in the RJCA aim to improve enforcement of the Temp Act. There are essentially five areas of improvement: retaliation protections, transparency, joint responsibility of “client” companies, stop gaps against common forms of evasion around enforcement and increased costs for noncompliance. Notably, the bill addresses the ongoing epidemic of unlawful retaliation, creating a presumption of retaliation for 90 days following a workers’ exercise of rights under the Act. It also critically requires agencies to track what percentage of temp jobs are actually leading to permanent jobs and the race and gender of applicants and workers assigned jobs. Other measures fill in a gap in joint responsibility around the four-hour minimum wage for workers required to report to a job site, require agencies to secure surety bonds (essentially insurance) to address legal violations and make it costlier all around to violate the law.

Other areas of the RJCA aim to eliminate the incentives to temp out good jobs and target abuses particular to temp work not yet addressed in the Temp Act. This includes a mandate that temps receive equal pay and
benefits as their direct hire counterparts who do similar work at the same job site. It includes added protections around known wage theft tactics and other abuses, such as requiring notice of scheduling changes for multi-day assignments, and it requires agencies to provide a ride home when they require workers take their transportation to a job site. It also establishes clear responsibilities for both companies and agencies related to health and safety on the job.

Adopted, this impressive list of new protections and powerful enforcement tools could dramatically improve the ability of workers’ organizations to defend good jobs in Illinois and improve conditions for all workers.

Massachusetts & Rhode Island: Legal responsibility for businesses at the top

Community Labor United, a coalition of immigrant worker organizations and labor unions in Massachusetts, has been bringing attention to the way big businesses aggressively distance themselves from legal liability for worker abuses by employing contracts on top of contracts, and also to the failure of current legal frameworks to create accountability to good jobs standards in these increasingly common arrangements. The coalition is working to advance an innovative law to hold “lead businesses” in multi-layered subcontracting arrangements accountable.

The bill was introduced for the first time in 2015 in both the state’s House and Senate as An Act to Prevent Wage Theft and Promote Employer Accountability. It introduced a definition of a “lead business” as any that obtains or is provided workers by a labor contractor or indirectly by a subcontractor to perform work that “has a nexus with the company’s business activities, operations or purposes.” If adopted, lead businesses would be jointly responsible for wage violations and misclassifications of relevant workers within their supply chains.

Despite receiving a great deal of attention, including a detailed report by the Boston Globe on the widespread incidence of wage theft in the heavily subcontracted construction industry, the bill has not yet passed. However, the bill’s proponents, including the bill’s sponsor, have promised to keep up the fight in the new year to win this first-of-its-kind supply chain accountability law for the benefit of all workers. Similar legislation will also be introduced for the first time in Rhode Island, led by the worker center Fuerza Laboral.

New Jersey: Temp workers’ stories demand legal reform

In New Jersey, industrial temp workers are influencing public opinion with their stories and creating an outcry for legal reform. Last fall, dozens of temp workers shared their experiences with reporters who ran an investigative series in The Star-Ledger. The series examined the growth of the temp industry in the state, revealing rampant racism, sexism and abusive working conditions.

The series represents a culmination of workers’ efforts, supported by the community-based group New Labor, to confront these issues, which industrial temp workers have endured daily. New Labor encourages workers to bring their issues to the collective and work together to address them, such as through the kind of organizing and storytelling that led to the Star-Ledger series.

“We are working for a better workplace.”
—New Jersey survey participant

The series has created a groundswell of public support for legislative action. A few short months after the series was published, a state Assemblywoman introduced a bill in response, citing the series as her inspiration. The Assemblywoman’s bill would increase state oversight of the industry, require the agencies to put up $10,000 bonds to open and enhance protection against discrimination. Even the staffing agencies, following the series, publicly issued a call for stronger enforcement, including new fines and protections for undocumented workers who brought abuses to light. The workers themselves will make their own call for legislation they want to see move forward at a state or local level in the new year.

The success of these efforts will rely on the involvement of trained worker leaders. Premised on the clarity that all workers have the right to safe workplaces, New Labor trains workers to be “safety liaisons,” teaching them about their legal rights to workplace health and safety and how to spot hazards. The organization supports workers’ leadership in doing the work to address their own concerns, including building power by forming health and safety committees.
Companies are rapidly abandoning the responsibilities of direct hires through perma-temps in a wide range of industries and sectors in the United States and around the world. The unconscionable conditions suffered by industrial temp workers in this report show us that this new normal of precarious work destroys good jobs, destabilizes families and precludes defending even basic rights on the job. We need a bold and broad economic development response to create a fair business climate compatible with the rights and dignity of all workers, which urgently includes supply chain accountability through an effective worker-led enforcement framework.
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## ABOUT THE PARTICIPANTS

### AGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>ALL</th>
<th>MA/RI</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>NJ</th>
<th>CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 and under</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-35</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-45</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46-55</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56-65</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 65</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GENDER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GENDER</th>
<th>ALL</th>
<th>MA/RI</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>NJ</th>
<th>CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RACE/ETHNICITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RACE/ETHNICITY</th>
<th>ALL</th>
<th>MA/RI</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>NJ</th>
<th>CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY OF ORIGIN</th>
<th>ALL</th>
<th>MA/RI</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>NJ</th>
<th>CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### YEARS IN USA OF NONCITIZENS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEARS IN USA OF NONCITIZENS</th>
<th>ALL</th>
<th>MA/RI</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>NJ</th>
<th>CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### PRIMARY LANGUAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>MA/RI</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>NJ</th>
<th>CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English and Spanish</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ENGLISH PROFICIENCY OF NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>MA/RI</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>NJ</th>
<th>CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginner</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluent</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EDUCATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>MA/RI</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>NJ</th>
<th>CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some primary</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some secondary</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INDUSTRIES WORKED AS TEMP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>ALL</th>
<th>MA/RI</th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>NJ</th>
<th>CA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehouse/logistics</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laborer</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House keeping</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meat packing</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food handling</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerical</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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